NOTE: The smallest self-contained LED on the market. Only needs 1/4” bore for housing or 3/8” hole if used with grommet. Micro Star™ LED Light sits flush in recessed area. Sealed with waterproof epoxy. Use with the low voltage transformer (Micro Star™ Transformer) and wiring.

NOTE: Self-contained ball housing with 3 LED lights. Mounts to surfaces using 3, #8 screws. Ideal for mounting to railing posts for surface illumination. Use with the low voltage transformer (Micro Star™ Transformer) and wiring.

NOTE: Light bar features a flexible LED light strip of natural white LED lights set into a powdercoated aluminum channel with a clear plastic lens. Each kit comes with lens, LED strip, channel and fasteners. Male/female screw connectors make installation quick and easy. Ideal for mounting to underside of handrails for surface illumination. Use with low voltage transformer (Micro Star™ Transformer) and wiring. #4 fasteners included.

NOTE: S0801-GR0701–0707 grommet series is designed to allow mounting of S0801-PC01 Micro Star™ lights into material up to 1/4” thick. Standard S0801-PC01 grommet accommodates material up to 1/16” thick. All dimensions are nominal (+/- 3%) and are subject to change without notice.